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Nosso Lar A Spiritual Home
Suppose you could ask God any question and get an answer. What would it be? Young people all over the world have been asking those
questions. So Neale Donald Walsch, author of the internationally bestselling Conversations with God series had another
conversation. Conversations with God for Teens is a simple, clear, straight-to-the-point dialogue that answers teens questions
about God, money, sex, love, and more. Conversations with God for Teens reads like a rap session at a church youth group, where
teenagers discuss everything they ever wanted to know about life but were too afraid to ask God. Walsch acts as the verbal
conduit, showing teenagers how easy it is to converse with the divine. When Claudia, age 16, from Perth, Australia, asks, "Why
can't I just have sex with everybody? What's the big deal?", the answer God offers her is: "Nothing you do will ever be okay with
everybody. 'Everybody' is a large word. The real question is can you have sex and have it be okay with you?" There's no doubt that
the casual question-and-answer format will help make God feel welcoming and accessible to teens. Conversations with God for Teens
is the perfect gift purchase for parents, grandparents, and anyone else who wants to provide accessible spiritual content for the
teen(s) in their lives.
A provocative contribution to the history of early modern Euro-Asian interactions that provides new perspectives on the encounter
between Catholicism and Hinduism in India
Laudato Si 'is Pope Francis' second encyclical which focuses on the theme of the environment. In fact, the Holy Father in his
encyclical urges all men and women of good will, the rulers and all the powerful on earth to reflect deeply on the theme of the
environment and the care of our planet. This is our common home, we must take care of it and love it - the Holy Father tells us because its end is also ours.
This book provides guidelines for evaluating the contribution of Spiritism to health. It is based on conferences presented in six
European countries in October 2002 on the following themes: Principles of Spiritist Medicine and Bioethics, Perispirit, The
Reincarnation Process, and Human Cloning. This book emphasizes the integral being: Spirit-matter, the complexity of subtle bodies,
new concepts of health and illnesses, anamnesis and pathogenesis, and the integration of Spirituality into medical treatments
highlighting the healing power of faith and love. It answers serious questions about Human Cloning, such as: "is it acceptable to
clone people or to produce human embryos and then use them as a source for various tissues?". This book proposes a definitive
union between Health and Spirituality in response to man's aspirations and scientific pursuits. What is the contribution of
Spiritism to Medicine? Should people be cloned? Should human embryos be produced? This book answer these questions and many
others, presenting topics such as •Principles of Spiritist Medicine and Bioethics •Human Cloning •Constitution of the Perispirit
With them emerges an integral view of the Human Being: Spirit-matter. In pathological cases, it relates biological, social and
psychological factors, but above all, the spiritual ones; in processes of cure, it mobilizes all available resources as well as
those which are linked to the soul and its essence: faith, prayer and love.
Your Life After Death
2150 A. D.
John of God
Spirit Faces
Sex and destiny
Schizophrenia, Bipolar and Other Serious Mental Illnesses
Following a near-death experience, an O&G Surgeon began integrating complimentary medical practices into his mainstream work, with amazing results. In recent
years, he has acquired an even wider range of further energetic methods. Transcending from the average, he improvised on his treatments using the holistic
approach thereby empowering not only self-healing, but also a transformation of lives. And all of this without infringing on the most stringent of professional
effectiveness. "Forward to Divinity" will change your lives.
Hail, Christ! Those who will live forever glorify and salute you! The partnership between the medium Francisco Cândido Xavier and the spirit Emmanuel reveals the
story of Quintus Varrus and Tacianus, two souls connected by many reincarnations, and who meet each other once again in the third century of Christianity in a
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region controlled by the Roman Empire. As an example of simplicity, trust and love, the pioneers of the Good News devoted themselves to serving Christ, having as
their sustenance only their powerful and unshakable faith. This is a moving story that shows how much true love can accomplish in its manifestations of solidarity
on behalf of human individuals.
This book presents a description of the human being after discarnation and demonstrates that, in the Beyond, the mental state of spirits directly impacts their
existence there. In 26 chapters, it tells the story of real characters who receive the help of spirit friends upon discarnating. These friends encourage them to renew
themselves spiritually through study and work in order to prepare to review and untangle the meaning of the lives they have just finished, thereby enabling them to
pursue a more constructive course of behavior for their future. It teaches us to examine our lives continually, knowing that, according to the laws of God, life does in
fact go on, full of hope and effort, progress and accomplishment after death.
'Nosso Lar - Our Home' is the name of the spirit colony that spirit Andre Luiz, through the mediumship of Chico Xavier, presents to us in the book of his series. In a
compelling narrative, the author tells of his impressions and discoveries about life in the spirit world, acting as a sort of journalist who records his own experiences
as they occur. Andre Luiz unveils to us an exciting in an exemplary way. It is a place where discarnate spirits go through a recovery stage and a spiritual educational
process supervised by high order spirits. 'Nosso Lar' enables us to get a glimpse of the spirit world that awaits us after we leave our physical bodies.
Universal Vision
The Story of a Doctor's Odyssey in the Spirit World
In the Domain of Mediumship
Kardec's Spiritism
The Messengers
Missionary Tropics

Sixteen million Americans (5% of our population) are crippled by serious mental illness according to the National Institute of Mental Health. A lead article in Reuters News in August 2011
reported that 40% of people (201 million) in the European Union are mentally ill or have brain disorders. The numbers of mentally-disabled-from tots to seniors- needing supplemental income
supplied by their governments is swelling at an alarming rate. In the USA it's 6 times what it was in 1955. Can one recover from serious mental imbalance? How? These questions are
increasingly important to emotionally disturbed people and the governments supporting them. It's crazy, but top research psychiatrists now admit "We still don't know the cause of most mental
illness; indicators show it is not a 'broken brain' that can be fixed by medications." Resources for Extraordinary Healing exposes a new paradigm about the causes of mental disturbances and
maps pathways to full recovery. An effective model of care from Brazil that has been developed since the 1930s is described. The treatment addresses biological, psychosocial, and spiritual
issues- not separately, but together. The collaborating healthcare team is made up of medical doctors, psychiatrists, medical intuitives and spiritual healers. Trained volunteers bring
compassionate understanding and companionship. It is more cost-effective than our system. Compelling stories point to accessible resources in the USA that are similar to what Brazil offers.
Contact information is well organized, making this book an excellent guide and an inspiring reference for patients, their families, psychotherapists, psychiatrists and healthcare providers. It will
be of value anywhere people seek information, compassionate care, and illuminating perspective on recovering mental health.
Spirit Faces is a visionary book about the afterlife based on Mark Macy's fifteen years of research, with special emphasis on a growing collection of unique photographs in which he captures
clear faces of nonphysical beings- spirits. These photographs and other results of his research provide some of the first solid evidence, and verifiable proof, that life continues after death of the
physical body. Macy weaves his groundbreaking information into a clear picture of life on the other side. He explains in easily digestible terms how loved ones, ancestors, angels, and ghosts
all play a part in the affairs of our world, and how we humans can attract the supportive and loving spiritual influences that we desire.
In this compelling narrative, Andre Luiz emphasizes the work of high order spirits in the effort to convert the spirit Gregorio to the Good, an effort that culminates with the unforgettable
reencounter with his mother ‒ herself a highly evolved spirit ‒ wherein he surrenders to the irresistible call of Love. The book also contains information on how unhappy spirits act as they try to
involve incarnates in their wiles. The spirit author tells of the intercession of high order spirits on behalf of human beings, demonstrating the divine compassion that grants to all the blessed
opportunity to free themselves by means of study, labor and persevering service in the practice of the Good.
This book is part of an outstanding collection, which includes: Our Daily Bread; The Way, the Truth and the Life; Living Spring; and Vineyard of Light. The collection was written by the spirit
Emmanuel, who seeks to guide Spiritists in the practice of Christian principles, leading them to find in the teachings of Jesus their inner transformation, which cannot be postponed. In the
bookʼs 180 chapters, the author brilliantly comments on several verses from the New Testament. From each page spring the depth of concept and the lightness of form in which they are
outlined. The spirit author shows Spiritism duly based on the lessons of the New Testament as being an opportunity for work and growth for those who long for the renewal of their minds.
Living Spring is nourishment for the spirit, strengthening it for its daily struggles.
Living spring
Resources for Extraordinary Healing
Spirits and Scientists
The messengers
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Ecstatic Encounters
Life in the Spirit World

Poetry from Beyond the Grave is the first English publication of a large selection of poems by the Brazilian medium and Spiritist leader Francisco Candido "Chico" Xavier. These poems, originally collected in
the volume Parnaso de Alem-Tumulo, were dictated to Xavier by a variety of spirits of Brazilian poets from the afterlife, as journeying souls or as witnesses of the spiritual city Nosso Lar, "our house." Poetry
from Beyond the Grave is a veritable collection of haunted writing, in which poets present their posthumous work as if they were alive. The brilliant translation by Vitor Pequeno is supplemented by an
extensive afterword by Jeremy Fernando, who traces what it means to speak through the other.
Overview: In this book, Andre Luiz analyzes the various aspects of mediumship, emphasizing the efforts of mediums faithful to the spiritual mandate received prior to their reincarnation. He also warns of the
risks involved in the poor interchange between the two worlds. It talks about trance, somnambulism, possession, clairvoyance, the out-of-body experience, fascination, psychometry and the mediumship of
physical effect, among others. It is a technical study of great relevance, which discloses the ways in which Spirits act during intricate processes of communication with the incarnates. It relays concepts of
spirituality, received from enlightened mentors, contained in explanations of philosophical, scientific and evangelical nature, indispensable to those who dedicate to the study of mediumship.
This book reveals that physical death unveils a spirit life that ever-evolving. In fifty-one chapters, it describes the experiences of a number of spirits who reincarnated with preplanned endeavors needed for
their personal spiritual growth. Additionally, it deals with subjects such as; home Gospel worship, the benefits of practicing the good, carelessness regarding one’s spiritual obligations, and the fear of death.
The spirit author focuses on the service opportunities for mediums, warning them about the need to practice on a personal level what they learn in order to avoid returning to the spirit world without having
fulfilled the duties they assumed before reincarnating.
Brazilian Spiritism (espiritismo, kardecismo) is an important middle-class religious movement whose followers believe in communication with the dead via spirit mediums and in healing illnesses by means of
spiritual therapies. Unlike Anglo-Saxon Spiritualists, Brazilian Spiritists count among their number a well-developed and institutionalized intellectual elite that has reinterpreted northern hemisphere
parapsychology and developed its own alternative medicine and sociology of religion. As a result, the mediation between popular religion (especially Afro-Brazilian religious practices) and the orthodoxies of
the universities, the state, and the medical profession. Situating Spiritist intellectual thought in what he calls a broader ideological arena, Hess examines Spiritism in the context of religion, science, political
ideology, medicine, and even the social sciences. Hess challenges the legacy of French sociologist Roger Bastide, who saw in Spiritism an elitist, middle-class ideology. In the process, Spirits and Scientists
provides a new approach to middle-class religious movements in Latin America.
Violets on the Window
Two Thousand Years Ago
A Very Human Mission
Hail, Christ!
English version
The Path to Spiritual Evolution and a New World Era

"I am the happiest man in the world because God entrusted me with this mission." In John of God: The Brazilian Healer Who's Touched the Lives
of Millions, a seemingly average rancher from Abadiânia, Brazil, offers a powerful message of love, compassion, and hope for humanity. João
Teixeira de Faria, the healer and medium known as John of God, allows "spirit doctors" to take over his body three times a week to
miraculously treat the thousands of people from all over the world who come in need of remedy. John of God has fulfilled his mission as a
medium for more than forty-eight years, making numerous pilgrimages around the world. Drawn by the hope of instantaneous healing, over eight
million believers have proceeded in front of him throughout his life, as tens of thousands journey to Brazil each year to see John of God and
his home, the Casa de Dom Inácio de Loyola, which is designed to accommodate hundreds of visitors each day. Despite all the media attention
paid to this inter-nationally praised healer, little has been revealed about his personal life. Translator Heather Cumming and photographer
Karen Leffler have traveled with John of God and chronicled his life and work. What began as an endeavor to document the testimonials of his
remarkable healings has now become the first complete, authorized portrait of his world. Stirring words and vivid photographs -- many of
which capture the haunting spiritual energy that surrounds John of God and the Casa -- take us on an affecting and deeply personal journey
with the humble medium who offers hope for people with none. The result is an intimate portrait of an ordinary individual in extraordinary
circumstances and a reading experience that will bring readers of every persuasion closer to their faith. To learn more about John of God and
his mission, go to www.beyondword.com and www.friendsofthecasa.org.
Nosso Lar(a Mediumistic Work) ; Dictated by the Spirit Andre Luiz ; [an Account of Life in a Spirit Colony in the World of Spirits]
When we hear that someone has committed suicide, we often struggle to understand what leads someone to end their own life and leave loved
ones behind. The first question that comes to mind is the inexplicable "why?" What incredible force overcomes the will to live? But perhaps
the more important question is, why is our response to death by suicide so much more intense than to any other form of death? Unfortunately,
recent years have shown a vast surge in the number of suicides. Countless theories, religious doctrines, superstitions, mystical teachings,
and folklore surround suicide. Those Left Behind: Understanding Suicide from a Spiritist View is the first book in English to examine suicide
from a Spiritist viewpoint. With extensive research, author Jussara Korngold follows the steps of noted Spiritist Allan Kardec to illuminate
classic Spiritist attitudes toward suicide. If you have endured the trauma of a loved one taking his or her own life, Those Left Behind will
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console and comfort, helping you find the answers you need to some of your most difficult questions.
Nosso Lar is the name of the spirit colony that the spirit Andre Luiz introduces us to in the first book of his acclaimed series. In a
compelling narrative, the author tells of his impressions and discoveries about life in the spirit world, acting as a sort of journalist who
records his own experiences as they occur. Andre Luiz unveils to us an exciting world, filled with life and activity, and which is organized
in an exemplary way. It is a place where discarnate spirits go through a recovery stage and a spiritual educational process supervised by
high order spirits. Nosso Lar enables us to get a glimpse of the spirit world that awaits us after we leave our physical bodies.
na
Living Vicariously in a New Era of Consciousness
Bahian Candomblé and the Quest for the Really Real
(a Mediumistic Work) ; Dictated by the Spirit Andre Luiz ; [an Account of Life in a Spirit Colony in the World of Spirits]
Jesus in the home
And life goes on…
You travel with Jon, who lives in 1976. When his mind is in the sleep-state, the forces of the future world reach out to him and show him how things can be. Go with him on his perilous adventure--a mindexpanding exodus from the imperfect today into a better tomorrow. Discover the beauty and the emotional demands such a journey can bring. Explore the system of thought and action that can be achieved in
the Macro world. This is a novel you can't put down--a philosophy you can begin living with now.
Este livro apresenta lições ensinadas por Jesus em reuniões na casa de Simão Pedro, onde foi realizado o primeiro culto cristão no lar. Aborda temas como o amor ao próximo, o valor de servir, a compaixão, a
educação etc. Demonstra a permanente atualidade da mensagem evangélica, a todos acessível, e enfatiza a necessidade de cada um se reformar interiormente, revendo seus pensamentos e suas atitudes,
buscando ajustá-los à verdadeira moral cristã. A reunião familiar semanal em torno do Evangelho é prática das mais úteis aos cristãos. Por isso, recomenda-se que, junto com O evangelho segundo o
espiritismo, O livro dos espíritos e outros livros de escolha do grupo, Jesus no lar esteja sempre nas reuniões, para leitura e consulta. Em grupos onde haja crianças, é útil acrescentar o livro Pai Nosso, pelo
Espírito Meimei.
A group of beings on a faraway planet seeks to help a troubled Earth, giving a member, Numan, the opportunity of a lifetime. His mission: travel to Earth to be born among them, embracing humanity. His
only confidante is Angelic Mentor, a personal guide from a higher dimension. But Numan's life as a human is more difficult than he ever imagined. Born to a young mother, baby "Bradley" is neglected and
abused, fighting for survival in an imperfect world. Due to the Veil of Forgetting, the poor, young boy has no recollection of his mission or his true alien identity. He's forced to battle the woes of poverty and
hardship. The moment Bradley climbs out of his unfortunate upbringing, he is immediately knocked back down again. When he finally meets his soulmate, Bradley begins to grow and evolve. But he has no
idea who she really is. Can Bradley's soulmate help him on his mission or was he doomed to fail from the beginning?
Your Life After Death The book that answers life's BIGGEST QUESTION ...what happens to me when I die? According to Joseph - the ancient, highly evolved spirit who has lived in an enlightened sphere of
reality 'beyond the veil' for thousands of years - there are countless opportunities and wonders awaiting you beyond physical 'death'. Communicated through respected trance medium, Michael G. Reccia, this
unique book is arguably the most comprehensive account ever written of what lies ahead for you when you leave this world behind. Whether you're a spiritual seeker or simply curious as to what comes next,
this definitive guide to the afterlife will answer all your questions and be an essential source of comfort and inspiration ...read it and you'll never look at the next life, or, indeed, this one, in quite the same
way again. ............................................ Joseph: 'Some of the concepts we will talk about are frightening and they should be in the public knowledge; some of them are uplifting and take souls to places beyond
physical description in terms of beauty and love and ecstasy. The book will give people a better grounding on the subject of death and the afterlife than has been given before in many books.'
Those Left Behind
The Soul of Matter
On the care of the common home
"Nosso Lar", the Astral City
Conversations with God for Teens
Underneath a Flight Attendant

Especially of interest to those involved with healing and healthcare: The first book to describe contemporary spiritual healing
centers in Brazil including a psychiatric hospital where spiritual healers collaborate with conventionally trained healthcare
professionals. There are more than 12,000 of these centers in Brazil; 20-40 million Brazilians use this resource for spiritual
growth, healing, and to maintain wellness. These Centers welcome people of all religions and cultures, offering effective forms of
healing as a free service. The introduction to the philosophy of Spiritism is presented in a clear, easy to understand manner. The
description of the methods for healing used over more than 150 years demonstrate that Brazil has developed an effective model of
integrative health care. The author spent half of each year, 2001-2012, in Brazil studying these centers and hospitals. She is a
psychologist, teacher, prolific author and pioneer in the area of healing and spiritual awakening. She suggests that importing
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components of Brazil's Spiritist Centers could help us improve our ailing healthcare system.
What effects will the sexual experiences and conduct of incarnates have on the immortal spirit in their future life, their
destiny? Rich in detail, the books by Andre Luiz depict the spirit world: how spirits live, their habitats and the relations of
cause and effect that influence the evolutionary trajectory both of incarnates and discarnates, delineating their future life,
their destiny. In this book, readers will find the answers to their questions about human sexual relationships and their
implications for the future life of the immortal spirit, enabling it to “learn by using the library of experience.” Sex and
destiny, love and conscience, freedom and commitment, guilt and redemption, home and reincarnation are the topics of this book
born in the forge of everyday reality.
This book reveals that physical death unveils a spirit life that is ever-evolving. In fifty-one chapters, it describes the
experiences of a number of spirits who reincarnated with preplanned endeavors needed for their personal spiritual growth.
Additionally, it deals with subjects such as: home Gospel worship, the benefits of practicing the good, carelessness regarding
one’s spiritual obligations, and the fear of death. The spirit author focuses on the service opportunities for mediums, warning
them about the need to practice on a personal level what they learn in order to avoid returning to the Spirit World without having
fulfilled the duties they assumed before reincarnating.
"A book for contemporary seekers. It illumines the eternal quest for spiritual truth in the context of our time--a time of crisis
and paradox. Even as threats to human civilization intensify, a new wave of universal spirituality is quietly breaking upon the
shores of our planet"--P [4] of cover.
In the greater world
O Mago de Strovolos
A Home for Healing and Spiritual Evolution
Soul Evolution and the Cosmic Plan
The Catholic Frontier in India (16th-17th Centuries)
Historic Episodes of Christianity in the First Century
In this vivid account, Kryiacos C Markides introduces to us the rich and intricate world of Daskalos, The Magus of Strovolos. In what appears
at first to be an exercise in fantasy, we see Daskalos draw on seemingly unlimited mixture of esoteric teachings, psychology, reincarnation,
demonology, cosmology and mysticism, from both eastern and western traditions. But Daskalos is first and foremost a healer, whose work is
firmly rooted in a belied in 'Holyspirit' or absolute love, and whose aim is the expansion of reason and spiritual evolution.
"Reality does not comply with our narrations of it. And that is most certainly the case with the narrations produced in academia. An
anthropologist in Bahia, Brazil, fears to become possessed by the spirits he had come to study; falls madly in love withan 'informant'; finds
himself baffled by the sayings of a clairvoyant; and has to come to grips with the murder of one of his best friends. Unsettling events that
do not belong to the orderly world of scientific research, yet leave their imprint on the way the anthropologist comes to understand the
world. REflecting on his long research experience with the spirit possession cult Candomblâe, the author shows, in a probing manner, how
definitions of reality always require the exclusion of certain perceptions, experiences and insights. And yet, this 'rest-of-what-is' turns
out to be an inexhaustible source of amazement, seduction and renewal." --P [4] of cover.
Patrícia desincarnated at nineteen years old. During her brief stay with us on earth she was a Spiritist by conviction and an active seeker
of eternal truths. Her desincarnation was like going to sleep and waking up in the spiritual plane among friends. She was fascinated by what
she saw, by the reports from companions that later on would come to us incarnates to dictate their adventure. Violets on the window describes
the experiences of a person conscientious of what desincarnation means. It removes one more veil from the mystery of the afterlife. Simply,
she tells of the beauty, the needs she met in the spiritual plane, talks about her needs and of the others. Needs such as: How would she eat?
How would she dress? Would she feel cold or hot? Would she need to use the bathroom? Patrícia clearly describes the colony where she was
taken, the learning center, the school, hospitals, houses, etc. Most importantly, Patrícia talks about the help she received from her
spiritist relatives and of the moral support from her father exemplifying to many how to act when facing the physical death of a loved one.
This wonderful story will delight all readers.
Underneath a Flight Attendant talks about the authors adventures during her long flying career as a cabin crew and her musings as a spiritual
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guru and peace seeker. All the stories in the book are true facts experienced by the author and some told through her by her close friends.
It talks about all subjects: love, politics, religion and science. A book to entertain, but also to teach- Weve all got something to teach
others, but also learn until our last breath. The title Flight Attendant was chosen by the author since its still so popular in USA, but she
explains that Cabin Crew is the latest title used in Europe and the Middle East. This book is also a good reminder for passengers all over
the world, especially those who travel 4 or 5-star airlines; on how to be a conscious economy passenger and behave well. The author reveals
to the world her psychic abilities. She describes ways for you to understand that anyone can start practicing their good luck habits and add
waves of good energy into their quotidian. Hence, attracting positive bids in your professional or personal life. I tried to summarize my so
far lived vicarious life in one book. Since this book talks about various subjects and the chapters are not sequences, theres no need to
start it from the beginning. Just try a chapter that inspires you first at the contents page.
Ideology, Spiritism and Brazilian Culture
The Joseph Communications
The Brazilian Healer Who's Touched the Lives of Millions
Dictated by the Spirit Andre Luiz
Nosso Lar
Laudato Si'

In this volume, Andre Luiz focuses on aspects of life in the spirit world and the communication between discarnates and
incarnates, especially during the sleep of the physical body. The spirit author explains the causes of mental disturbances and
presents their respective spiritual treatments. In the form of a novel, he also analyzes topics such as abortion, epilepsy,
schizophrenia and Down syndrome and highlights the immediate rescue given by invisible workers to those who need help in order to
avoid – as far as possible – madness, suicide and extreme moral disasters.
A Spiritual Home : a Physician's Account of His Experiences in the Afterlife
Poetry from Beyond the Grave
Truth About the Afterlife
(a Mediumistic Work)
When the Soul Awakens
Forward to Divinity
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